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2Questions to ponder and discuss

Are we as humans utterly dependent on the ecosystems 
in which we live (and, indeed, on the biosphere) for our 
survival?

What do we mean by structural integrity? By moral 
integrity? Personal integrity? And, by ecological 
integrity?

Can the human enterprise grow indefinitely? With 
what consequences and for whom?

What is our role as professionals, and as citizens of the 
world, in relation to conservation and sustainability?



3Epidemiology

The study of the distribution and determinants of 
disease in populations and its application to the 
control of health problems

Primordial prevention (policy intervention)

Primary prevention (avoid exposure)

Secondary prevention (early detection)

Tertiary prevention (rehabilitation)

Basic Epidemiology: Beaglehole, Bonita & Kjellström, 

WHO, Geneva  1993, 2006



4Epidemiology

Our job is to inform policy with a 

view to reducing harms by 

preventing disease and premature 

mortality at the community level

How can we more effectively deliver 

on this obligation under global 

ecological change?
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http://www.LexingtonBooks.com/ISBN/0739117297



7Additional readings
•Is globalization healthy: a statistical indicator analysis of 

the impacts of globalization on health. Martens, Su-Mia, 

Huynen, Mohsin. Globalization and Health 2010, 6:16.

•January 2011. www.ihdp.unu.edu . Human Health and 

Global EnvironmentalChange. Magazine of the 

International Human Dimensions Programme on Global 

Environmental Change.

•United Nations General Assembly. Harmony with Nature: 

Report of the Secretary-General. 19 August, 2010.



8Environmental Epidemiology
The Study of health effects on populations 

from exposures to physical, chemical, and 
biological agents external to the human 
body, and of immediate and remote social, 
economic, and cultural factors (e.g., 
urbanization, agricultural development, 
energy production/combustion) related to 
these physical, chemical, and biological 
agents. We try to clarify the relationships 
between exogenous factors and health. 
Recognition of health hazards posed by 
large-scale environmental changes and by 
ecological disruption, often via indirect 
pathways, has added an extra dimension to 
this field of enquiry. 
Adapted from Last, JM. A Dictionary of Epidemiology, 4th Edition, 2001
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Contemporary global-scale issues
with major human health implications

Global geo-climatic system changes (e.g., global warming, 
sea level rise, ocean acidification); CO2 levels continue to 
rise 

Population growth with rapid urbanization and the 
development of mega-cities; Mass forced and 
voluntary migrations

Expansion of consumption-intensive lifestyles
(e.g., into China and India, each with 1B + populations)

Increasing global and within-country disparities

Fresh water declines everywhere

Resurgence of old diseases and emergence of new
(e.g., malaria and tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS, SARS) 

Species extinctions

The growth-bound paradigm is entrenched



10Levels at which we operate

Micro lens – e.g., physician-patient

On the ground … (advocate for patients)

Meso lens – e.g., community

From an elevation of about 100 meters    

(advocate for communities)

Macro lens – e.g., country/world

From an elevation of about 40,000 meters 

(advocate for global health and well-being)
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Why should epidemiologists 

and public health researchers 

and practitioners be 

concerned with matters of a 

global nature?



12Traditional Public Health Domain

Sanitation

-----------------------------

Water Quality

Food Safety

Air Quality

-----------------------------

Vaccination programs



13New Concerns of Public Health

As we tamper with the very fabric of life 
through expansion of the human enterprise, 
Nature’s Services are changed; these 
services we take for granted and assume 
free-of-charge in their support of life 

The effect is a net negative, with global 
impacts such as climate change, declines in 
air, water and soil quality, as well as food 
security issues
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15Newspaper Reports…

… anecdotal evidence? 
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27Changing Landscapes

Expanding reach …

Accelerating rates …

Changing habitats …

With this, shall we anticipate changes to public health 

practice?

What, if any, is the role of Eco- and Environmental 

Epidemiology, and other specialists?

And, Environmental/Bio-Ethics?

And Law?



28INTEGRITY …

Moral integrity …….. People

Structural integrity… Buildings

Ecological integrity… Ecosystems

Biological integrity … Life at the   

cellular level
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EVIDENCE: Profound Declines in Ecological Integrity 

Demonstrated by ALL Markers of Biodiversity

?

??

% bio-

diversity

/ GEI

time

1982 2007

The past 25 years have seen an ~50% reduction in biodiversity as 

measured by INDEPENDENTLY-DERIVED indicators

INDEX OF BIOTIC INTEGRITY: James Karr, University of Washington, 

from his study of streams

MEASURE OF MEAN FUNCTIONAL INTEGRITY: Orie Loucks, University 

of Miami, from his study of soils and forests

WWF: 16 markers

ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT: William Rees

?

2012
Mayan Calendar



30ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINTS

The area beneath the heel of the foot 
represents the concentration of 
population (as in any city) that 
depends for its sustenance on the 
much greater land mass represented 
by the remainder of the foot

The city imports resources (air, 
water, food, building materials, etc) 
and exports its wastes



3131Comparing average consumption

Ecological Footprint (EF) (ha/person)
1991     2003

USA = 5.1  /  = 9.5

Canada = 4.3  /  = 6.5

India = 0.4  /  = 0.8

World = 1.8  /  = 2.2

Footprints are rising with rising energy and material consumption, even 
in the richest and most efficient countries, and fastest in the fastest 
growing countries, like China and India. The 2006 Living Planet Report 
shows the rising global EF since 1960, recognizing that the earlier years 
have wider margins of error.

Sources: Wackernagel & Rees. Our Ecological Footprint 1996;

and the 2006 Living Planet Report



32

Buzz session – 2 minutes

How concerned should we be?

As health professionals, do we have a 
role to play?



33Neoliberal GlobalizationNeoliberal Globalization

A major force in the world that works against longevity 

and for widening disparities:

1. Neoliberal Globalization: Is There an Alternative to 

Plundering the Earth? - by Prof. Claudia von Werlhof 

http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&ai

d=24403

2. Encirclement: A 2 hr and 40 minute-long docu-drama 

about neo-liberalism, 2008. Learn about accessing the 

DVD at http://encirclement.info/index2.html The 

production arm is at: www.filmsdupasseur.com In 

French with some English (interviews with Noam 

Chomsky), but with excellent English sub-titles 

throughout.



34Definitions and concepts to “open our minds”

BRAIN-WASHED: Indoctrination by 
propaganda

DOGMA: Something held as authoritative 
without substantiation

ENTITLEMENT: A right to benefits

HUMILITY vs. ARROGANCE

HYPOCRITE: Putting on a false appearance of 
virtue or religion, or Not WALKING THE 
TALK: Not Doing what you preach

LIVE, SPEND, AND CONSUME AS IF 
THERE IS NO TOMORROW: A self-fulfilling 
prophesy?

MANIPULATION: To control for one’s own 
advantage
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� The MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL-ACADEMIC
COMPLEX: An alliance to influence government 
policy

� MYTH: An unfounded or false notion

� PARADIGM: A framework used to describe 
reality

� SELF-INTEREST: Concern for one’s own 
advantage

� SOCIOPATHS: Con artists who sway the 
exploitable with no regard to their rights in 
pursuit of power (psychopaths)

� SOLIDARITY: Unity based on community of 
interests



36Five Stages of Grief  
Elizabeth Kübler-Ross, 1969, “On Death and Dying”

Denial: It can't be happening!

Anger: Why me? It's not fair!

Bargaining: Just let me live to see my 
children graduate!

Depression: I'm so sad, why bother 
with anything?

Acceptance: It's going to be OK!

------------------------------------------

Laying blame: it’s someone else’s fault



37I  = P * A * T

INTEGRITY EQUALS: “POPULATION” TIMES 

“AFFLUENCE” TIMES “TECHNOLOGY”

GEI = f[Population, Consumption, 
Technology]



38The “I = P *A * T”  identity
Impact (or “Integrity”) = f(Population*Affluence*Technology)

Ehrlich& Holdren, 1971

Stresses the interdependence of forces which often 

are treated independently as needs for “population 

control,” “reduced consumption,” or “green 

technologies”. Helps in making our values and 

assumptions transparent.

The interplay of all determinants is critical for their 

recognition, investigation, and in formulating policy.      



3939The “I  = P * A * T” Identity

“INTEGRITY” EQUALS “POPULATION” TIMES
“AFFLUENCE” TIMES “TECHNOLOGY”

Ehrlich's & Holdren, 1971

Exposes bias and self-interest when “North” blames 
“South”, and vice versa

We must recognize our collective interest on this 
fragile planet and, whether we are “North” or 
“South”, we all have to change our ways in rather 
profound ways if our goal is “sustainability”  

Else, it is like rearranging the deck chairs on the 
Titanic as we approach the iceberg that causes us to 
sink
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Toolkits …



42QUESTIONS THAT EMERGE

For how long can human health be 

sustained

while continuing to draw down 

ecological capital?

while declines in ecological integrity 

accelerate?

Only One World  >> Planet Earth



43Reductionist vs. Systems Approaches

Reductionism: Pursuit of single causes 

along linear paths to explain a phenomenon

- or -
Systems Approaches/Wholism: Integrative, 

multi-, inter- and transdisciplinary approaches 

to explaining a phenomenon; embraces 

complexity



44

� “The significant problems we face today, from 

our current  patterns of thinking, cannot be 

solved by the same pattern of thinking which 

created them.” – A. Einstein

� “Inside the Box” vs. “Outside the Box”

� “Linear Reductionism” vs. “Complexity”

� “Uni-disciplinary” vs. “Inter-disciplinary” vs. 
“Multi-disciplinary” vs. “Trans-disciplinary”

� “Band-Aid Solutions” vs. “Systemic Solutions”

� THE EARTH CHARTER: It is a vision, not an 
instruction manual – take it as such."

ORTHODOX VS. UNORTHODOX APPROACHES



45INTERDISCIPLINARY
- Involving two or more academic, 

scientific, or artistic disciplines
Mirriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, 1996

MULTIDISCIPLINARY
- Many … , multiple … , 

more than two … disciplines
Mirriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, 1996



46TRANSDISCIPLINARY
- Interdisciplinary
Mirriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, 1996

- Of or pertaining to more than one 

discipline or  branch of learning, 

interdisciplinary
Oxford English Dictionary, Second Edition (WWW)
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But, in fact …



48TRANSDISCIPLINARY

Transdisciplinary approaches to Human Health

are approaches that integrate the natural, social 

and health sciences in a humanities context, and 

in so doing transcend each of their traditional 

boundaries. Emergent concepts and methods 

are the hallmark of the transdisciplinary effort

Adapted from David Rapport by Colin Soskolne, 1999

Rosenfield, Patricia L. The potential of transdisciplinary research for sustaining and 

extending linkages between the health and social sciences. Social Science and Medicine, 

1992;35(11):1343-1357.



49Newtonian vs. Complexity Paradigms

Reductionism vs. Holism

Predictability vs. unpredictability

Linear vs. non-linear

Uncertainties acknowledged

Deterministic vs. non-deterministic

System equilibrium vs. instability



50Toolkit – a glimpse at 8 tools
Integrated Assessment

Integrated Scenario Analysis

Participatory methods

Ecological Footprint Analysis (EFA) 

and Disaggregated EFA

The DPSEEA model

Product Life-Cycle Analysis (PLCA)

I=PAT

Kuznets curves



51Summary (1 of 3)

Integrated Assessment: Interdisciplinary 
approach provides understanding of cross-
linkages and pathways under complexity 

Integrated Scenario Analysis: Permits 
understanding of where current trends 
will lead 

Participatory Methods: Provides a 
mechanism for broadening 
understanding of complex issues



52Summary (2 of 3)

Ecological Footprint: provides 
comparative measure of gross demand 
on the biosphere

Disaggregated EFA: connects our 
consumption patterns with ecological 
impacts relevant to population health

DPSEEA: Helps free us from being 
“prisoners of the proximate” to look at 
powerful distal determinants of health



53Summary (3 of 3)

Product Life-Cycle Analysis: assists 
in identification of source ecosystems 
affected by consumption/production 
practices

I=PAT: Reminds us to treat 
population growth, consumption, and 
technological issues interdependently

“Kuznets” curves: help in hypothesis 
generation
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Threshold health effect in a hypothetical 
time-trend study of a communicable disease

time (days)

population exposed to 

an emergent pathogen

brief incubation period

(sub-clinical disease)

intervention

negative 
health 

impacts
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Non-threshold health effect in a hypothetical 
time-trend study of a chronic disease

disease

rate

time (years)

increasing disease 

rate over time
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disease/death rate 

without threshold effect 

(for a sensitive health 

indicator)

disease/death rate

with threshold effect

Ecological Integrity

time (years)

effects

(health/

ecological)

Threshold health effect in a hypothetical time-trend 
study, superimposed on an idealized relationship 
between ecological disintegrity and a sensitive 
health indicator
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So, what can the public health 
sciences contribute to this 
discussion ?

Prevent major harms to human 
health, well-being, and function; 
and the possible extinctions of 
sizeable communities



58Eco-epidemiology

Eco-epidemiology is a sub-

specialty of epidemiology, 

focusing on the relationships 

between human health and 

the dynamics of global 

ecological change.



59

Climate Change only?

Or, Global Change more 
generally?



60POLICY  RELEVANCE

Epidemiology is the science that is 
basic to rational public health policy 
formulation

Infectious Diseases – proximate

Chronic Diseases – distal determinants: 
complex interactions, industrial 
activities, pollution,  synergies

Uncertainty is inherent to science
and interplays with

The policy-maker’s conundrum



61

PUBLIC  POLICY

SOCIAL HEALTH ECONOMIC

CULTURAL

INTERESTS

PERSONAL/SELF-

INTEREST

PROFESSIONAL

INTERESTS

RELIGIOUS

INTERESTS

FOREIGN

INTERESTS

CORPORATE /

MULTINATIONAL

BUSINESS

INTERESTS

INTERNATIONAL

AGENCY & PUBLIC 

INTERESTS

NGO -

STAKEHOLDER

INTERESTS

MEDIA

INTERESTS

SECTORAL

INTERESTS

MINORITY

INTERESTS

SCIENCE

EDUCATION



62Science is but one such pressure

--- HUMILITY AND 

EMPATHY FOR THE 

POLICY-MAKER



63Is Global Change Really Occurring?

Minimal uncertainty about 
global change, and pretty 
much certainty, for the 
following indicators:



64POPULATION Growth Indicators

Continuing growth (reached 6 
billion on Oct. 12, 1999)

Urbanization with over 50% of 
people now living in cities

Demand for more agricultural 
lands

Etc …



65AFFLUENCE: Over-Consumption & Waste Indicators - I

Climate change (global warming)

Rate of extinctions is increasing 

Loss of biological diversity accelerating

Loss of cultural diversity accelerating

The fraying social fabric

Collapsing fisheries

Ocean bed destruction through 
commercial dredging



66AFFLUENCE: Over-Consumption & Waste Indicators - II

Scarcity of fresh water

Air pollution in cities

Expansion of agricultural lands resulting 
in lost wetlands, and increased use of 
fertilizer and pesticides

Eco-refugees exceeded war refugees in 
1998

Desertification increasing

Etc …
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TECHNOLOGY:
Inappropriate uses of technology Indicators

Genetically-modified organisms 
(GMOs) and plants (seeds)

Nuclear accidents/threats

International transport for (illegal) 
disposal of hazardous wastes

Terrorism and Bio-terrorism

Etc …



68Traditional Health Indicators

Life Expectancy

Percent Low Birth Weight Babies

Infant Mortality

Intuitively linkable to measures of 

ecological degradation, but no 

association was found (Sieswerda et al., 2001)

Wealth is the buffer

So, what happens to those who live in 

poverty without the buffer of wealth?



69The Alberta GPI Indicators for Economic, Personal-
Societal and Environmental Well-being - Redefining Progress, 
San Francisco; Mark Anielski, Edmonton



70The Alberta GPI Well-being Index 
versus Alberta GDP Index, 1961 to 1999



71Other eco-epi attempts

Sieswerda, Soskolne et al. Epidemiology

2001

Huynen and Martens. Int’l Journal of 

Environmental Health Research, 2004 

Rainham et al. In: Sustaining Life on 

Earth, 2008

Hitt and Hendryx. EcoHealth; April, 

2010
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Seasonality of deaths in Canada, 1974–1994 (Trudeau, 1997).
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BC/Yukon
Sea level rise- 30-50cm by 2050
Coastal flooding, sedimentation
Increased snow
Thawing permafrost, glacier retreat
More severe spring floods
S. coast and interior, summer drought

Arctic
Dramatic warming over most of Arctic, 
modest cooling of far eastern Arctic
25% increase precipitation
Loss of permafrost, up to 2/3 tundra lost
Wildlife range shift 150km N per degree 
warming 

N. hemisphere sea-ice decreasing. 
Antarctic ice no change

40% decrease in Arctic sea-ice 
thickness in late summer between 1958-
1976 and mid1990’s.

Prairies
Hotter, drier
Increased severity and length of droughts
Decreased crop yield (10-30%)
Increased need for irrigation
Loss of wetlands

Ontario
3-8ºC avg warming -
increased 
heat stress, air pollution
Fewer weeks of snow
Longer growing season
Increased severity and 
length of drought
Increased risk of forest 
fires
Decline Great Lakes levels

Quebec
Warming by 1-4ºC 
(South)
to 2-6ºC(North) 
Increased 
precipitation by
10-20% North
Lower water levels 
in
St. Lawrence R.
Longer growing 
season, 
expansion of 
agriculture
to North

Atlantic
Slight COOLING trend 
Rising sea-level, flooding 
and erosion
Reduced sea/river ice
Changed fish ranges
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Thousand year temp trend
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New Orleans 

after Hurricane Katrina



77Hall, Charles AS and Day, John W. Jr. Revisiting the Limits to 

Growth After Peak Oil. American Scientist 2009: 97; 230-237

Diminishing returns

Maximum energy return on 

energy investment

Hall and Day, 2009 1
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Buzz session – 2 minutes

Should we care?

Will talking about “ethics” force us to be 
transparent about our true values?

By our actions we speak louder than by 
our words … 
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Environmentally speaking, 
the world is a seamless 
web: what goes around 
comes around …



8080Ethical dimensions of global climate change 
November 6, 2007 (Courtesy J. Patz) -- Cartograms
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82Principles (from bioethics)Principles (from bioethics)

Respect personal autonomy

Fidelity and veracity

Do good (Beneficence)

Do no harm (Non-Maleficence)

Social and distributive justice

Equity in the distribution of benefits and 
risks of research and policy

Integrity in research



83Primary Principles in Public HealthPrimary Principles in Public Health

Protect the most vulnerable in 
society (e.g., unborn, children, Inuit, frail 

elderly)

Involve communities in our 
research (ensure community relevance of our 

work)

Integrity in Public Health 

Serve the public health interest 
above any other interest



84The principle of SOLIDARITY

What goes around, comes around in 
our world that, environmentally, is a 
seamless web

“Made in Canada”, “Made in Alberta”
and “Voluntary compliance” are 
counter to this principle

Too much self-interest …
The fox guarding the hen house …
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The FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES of 

BIOETHICS include (under Non-maleficence and 

Respect for Autonomy)

PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE

where there is a risk from a certain agent, the 

presence of uncertainty shall not be used as a reason 

for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent 

such exposure

POST-CAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE

When we have missed the opportunity for 

precautionary action - as with climate change, we 

must plan for adaptation to prevent inevitable harms 

consequent to climate change (Lisa Heinzerling, Georgetown 

University, 2007)



86The FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES of 

BIOETHICS include (under Justice):

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

Who is taking the risks?

Who is deriving the benefits?

THE POLLUTER PAYS

incentive to internalize costs
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The FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES of 

BIOETHICS include (under Justice and Non-

maleficence):

THE SEVENTH GENERATION 

PRINCIPLE

Consider consequences seven generations 

hence



88In whose interests?

Only Canada as a nation? 

Only the USA as a nation?

Only North America as a region? 

Only the present wealthy?

Only the present generation?

Future generations – locally/globally?



89Wendell Berry (b. 1934)
“We seem to have been living for a long 

time on the assumption that we can safely 

deal with the parts, leaving the whole to 

take care of itself. But now the news from 

everywhere is that we have to begin 

gathering up the scattered pieces, figuring 

out where they belong, and putting them 

back together. For the parts can be 

reconciled to each other only within the 

pattern of the whole to which they belong.”



9090

Why should epidemiologists 

and public health researchers 

and practitioners be concerned 

with matters of a global 

nature?

→ The Right to Life for both 

present and future generations 
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Be aware of forces at play 

that influence both science 

and policy. 

… Great vigilance and 

personal integrity are 

required to change course
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“Industry’s offensive against the 

regulation of health and safety 

hazards uses academics to 

downplay or deny the 

seriousness of the hazards...”

Clayson and Halpern

J. of Public Health Policy

September, 1983
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The Edmonton Journal, March 15, 1996

MAKER-SPONSORED STUDIES 

MORE FAVOURABLE TO DRUGS

Drug studies published in symposia sponsored by 

pharmaceutical companies are more likely to show 

positive results about the drug than studies not backed 

by drug makers, researchers report.    

[Annals of Internal Medicine]



95Judge Miles W. Lord, 1982

On “Corporate Ethics and 

Environmental Pollution”:

“Corporations create 80% of our 

GNP. They, of all entities working, 

have the most potential for good or 

evil in our society.”



9696Manufacture of doubt

In whose best interests?

David Michaels’ work
OUP 2008: “Doubt is their product: 
How industry’s assault on science 
threatens your health”

The policy-maker’s conundrum
• The greater the uncertainty, the more 

unlikely it is that policy will be set



97The Four D’s applied to
scientists studying that which does 
not support the status quo

Deny

Delay

Divide

Discredit

[ Dismiss ]
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100Being able to discern fact from fiction

Hone your “bullshit” detection skills

Or, said differently:

Hone your “crap” detection skills

From any vested interest, conspiracy 

theorist, and even scientist whose 

findings you should be poised to refute



101

Buzz session – 2 minutes

Discuss what it means to hone your 

critical skills, asking how we accomplish 

this both individually and collectively …



102Principles Principles –– their utilitytheir utility

Normative basis for rational policy

Transparency of collective values

Accountability for actions taken
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Virtues do not replace ethical rules.  

Rather, an account of professional 

ethics is more complete if virtuous 

traits of character are identified, such 

as: 

Character vs. Actions



104VIRTUES OF PROFESSIONALS

• Humility – Respect the input and opinions of others / Self-
effacement

• Fidelity – Honour one’s commitments / Promote trust

• Justice – Act fairly

• Patience – Take time to hear others’ viewpoints

• Industry – Do your level best / Excel

• Veracity – Tell the truth / Be honest

• Compassion – Empathize 

• Integrity – Demonstrate good moral character

• Serve – Protect the most vulnerable /  Serve the public interest

• Prudence – Err on the side of caution / Demonstrate good 
judgment



105THE GOLDEN RULE - adapted

• What is hateful unto you, do not do unto your 
neighbour
Hillel, Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Shabbat, 31B

• Treat others as we would want them to treat     
us or our loved ones
Luke 6:31 and Matthew 7:12

• Treat others justly so that no one would be
unjust to you
From the Prophet Mohamed’s Last Sermon

---------------------------------------------

• Do our level best

• Assert ourselves if we find someone else
who has done ill



106GUIDELINES versus CODES

• Normative statements that are 

aspirational versus prescriptive

• A “list” versus a “checklist”

• “List” provides a basis for discussion:

••ContextContext

••Recognize tensionsRecognize tensions

••Not for application as a “checklist”!Not for application as a “checklist”!
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But, “applied ethics” is context-

related



108108Libertarian Values
… in the USA

The individual’s right to “life, 

liberty and the pursuit of 

happiness” 

Declaration of Independence

Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, 

… John Locke (1776)



109Egalitarian Values

… in France

Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity

“If they cannot afford to eat bread, 

let them eat cake”

Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette 

The French Revolution (1789-1792)



110110Communitarian values
… in Canada

Greater focus on community

through “Peace, order and 

good government”

Constitution Act

“Fathers of Confederation” (1867)
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A need for caution …

Issues that emerge relate to:

Equity

Environmental justice

Environmental racism

Degrading Ecosystems
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Through application of 

the Precautionary 

Principle / Approach



114

What are the most promising 

solutions to these problems?



115Anthropocentrism and eco/biocentrism

Reconnecting humans to their 
complete dependence on the 
ecosystems in which they live …

New approaches are needed to 
move us from our silo-based and 
compartmentalized approaches
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Sustaining Life on Earth:
Environmental and Human Health 

through Global Governance

www.LexingtonBooks.com/ISBN/0739117297



1171172008: Lexington Books



118118Advance Praise …
“This book is a powerful attempt to prove that 
human intelligence, and the institutions it has 
created, possess power enough to blunt the 
force of our ecological destructiveness. It 
provides a light for the path, one that is badly 
needed.”

—Bill McKibben, author Deep Economy; and 
in “The Eleventh Hour” with Leonardo 
DiCaprio (2007)



119119How have we reached this critical stage?

From the book’s PREFACE …
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What jurisdictions are at the 

forefront in addressing large-

scale environmental health 

problems?



121121Grave Challenges

Individually & Collectively
OPPORTUNITY and HOPE:

1. The Earth Charter

2. Constitution and Bill of Rights

3. Teaching about Sustainability

4. Local Land Ethic (Indiana Dunes)

5. Websites that are global

6. Conventions and Treaties



122122The Earth Charter
A soft law instrument …  to save us from ourselves

Preamble

Respect and care for the community of life

Ecological integrity

Social and economic justice

Democracy, non-violence, and peace

The Way Forward

http://www.earthcharter.org/

Accessible in 35 different languages



123123I. Respect and care for the 
community of life

1. Respect Earth and life in all its 
diversity.

2. Care for the community of life with 
understanding, compassion, and love.

3. Build democratic societies that are 
just, participatory, sustainable, and 
peaceful.

4. Secure Earth's bounty and beauty for 
present and future generations.



124124II. Ecological Integrity

5. Protect and restore the integrity of Earth's ecological 
systems, with special concern for biological diversity 
and the natural processes that sustain life.

6. Prevent harm as the best method of environmental 
protection and, when knowledge is limited, apply a 
precautionary approach.

7. Adopt patterns of production, consumption, and 
reproduction that safeguard Earth's regenerative 
capacities, human rights, and community well-being.

8. Advance the study of ecological sustainability and 
promote the open exchange and wide application of the 
knowledge acquired.



125125III. Social and Economic Justice

9. Eradicate poverty as an ethical, social, and 
environmental imperative.

10. Ensure that economic activities and institutions at all 
levels promote human development in an equitable and 
sustainable manner.

11. Affirm gender equality and equity as prerequisites to 
sustainable development and ensure universal access to 
education, health care, and economic opportunity. 

12. Uphold the right of all, without discrimination, to a 
natural and social environment supportive of human 
dignity, bodily health, and spiritual well-being, with 
special attention to the rights of indigenous peoples and 
minorities.



126126IV.  Democracy, Non-Violence 

and Peace
13. Strengthen democratic institutions at all 
levels, and provide transparency and 
accountability in governance, inclusive 
participation in decision making, and access to 
justice.

14. Integrate into formal education and life-
long learning the knowledge, values, and skills 
needed for a sustainable way of life.

15. Treat all living beings with respect and 
consideration.

16. Promote a culture of tolerance, 
nonviolence, and peace.



127The Earth Charter

Enabling of MDG attainment

Linkages among health, 
poverty, and conservation

Inter-dependencies are 
recognized



128128
Rights-Based Arguments in Support of 
The Earth Charter

The Earth Charter is the only document that:

Supports Ecological Integrity rights

Has Biocentrism at its core

Integrates the dependence of human health on  

Ecological Integrity, and hence “the right to life” for 

present and future generations

Extends a right to precaution in policy-making 

(benefits to whom? risks to whom?)

Explicitly defends future generations

Fully addresses Buddhist and other 

religions’ concerns too



129The Earth Charter

Encourages interdisciplinary 
and transdisciplinary 
approaches to addressing 
complex social policy questions 
that also integrate health

http://www.earthcharter.org/files/charter/charter.pdf



130130Earth Charter and Environmental Epidemiology

Prevention in focus –

for the support of all life and its 

inter-dependence
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EARTH CHARTER 

I. RESPECT AND CARE FOR 
THE COMMUNITY OF LIFE

II. ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY

III. SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC 
JUSTICE

IV. DEMOCRACY, NON-
VIOLENCE, AND PEACE

VIRTUES EMBRACED BY 
BUDDHISM

Ties in with Morality, 
Compassion, Generosity, 
Non-violence, Harmony, 
Cooperation

Ties in with Diligence, 
Renunciation, 
Responsibility, Simplicity, 
Harmony

Ties in with Generosity, 
Morality, Loving-Kindness, 
Compassion, Right 
Understanding, Harmony, 
Cooperation

Ties in with Transcendental 
Wisdom, Forbearance, 
Honesty, Truth, Non-
violence



132132Universal Responsibility (1 of 2)

The Earth Charter ends with a statement of 
Universal Responsibility:

To realize these aspirations, we must 
decide to live with a sense of universal 
responsibility, identifying ourselves 
with the whole Earth community as 
well as our local communities. We are 
at once citizens of different nations 
and of one world in which the local 
and global are linked. 



133133Universal Responsibility (2 of 2)

Everyone shares responsibility for the 
present and future well-being of the 
human family and the larger living 
world.

The spirit of human solidarity and 
kinship with all life is strengthened 
when we live with reverence for the 
mystery of being, gratitude for the 
gift of life, and humility regarding 
the human place in nature …
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135135Local Land Ethic

Indiana Dunes
http://www.humansandnature.org/

http://indianadunesethic.wikispaces.com/

Camrose, Alberta 

(Augustana) next ?



136136Websites

Edmonton and Area Land Trust

http://www.ealt.ca/culture-connection/

V1 Newsletter: Promoting Spatial Design 

for a Sustainable Tomorrow
http://www.vector1media.com/

Global Footprint Network (1.2 to 1.5 earths 

– overshoot) 
http://www.footprintnetwork.org/en/index.php/GFN/



137137Convention on Biological Diversity

A two-week meeting of over 190 countries’ 

governments in Nagoya, Japan, October 2010.

At the opening session, the very last sentence 

of Achim Steiner (the head of the United 

Nations Environment Program) was that 

“we must approach biodiversity conservation 

from an ethical point of view” … 



138138Countries Join Forces to Save Life on Earth

An historic deal to halt the mass extinction 

of species was finally agreed last night in 

what conservationists see as the most 

important international treaty aimed at 

preventing the collapse of the world's 

wildlife. London Independent, United Kingdom

http://www.independent.co.uk/environment/nature/countries-join-

forces-to-save-life-on-earth-2120487.html

October, 2010



139139Sustainability Investment funds increase

More than 100 indexes that use various criteria to 
measure companies' environmental, social, and 
economic performance are attracting the 
attention of investors. 

Investment funds based on the Dow Jones 
Sustainability World Index have attracted 
more than $8 billion, for example. 

Chemical & Engineering News
http://pubs.acs.org/isubscribe/journals/cen/88/i
44/html/8844bus1.html



140140South Africa 1996 Bill of Rights
24. Environment

Everyone has the right

(a)To an environment that is not harmful to their   
health and well-being; and

(b) To have the environment protected, for the 
benefit of present and future generations, 
through reasonable legislative and other 
measures that

(i)   prevent pollution and ecological 
degradation;

(ii)  promote conservation; and

(iii) secure ecologically sustainable development
and use of natural resources while promoting 
justifiable social and economic development.



141And more countries since mid-1990s

Brazil, Columbia, Ecuador, Cuba, 
Andorra, Ukraine, France, India, 
China, Philippines, Papua New 
Guinea, Montenegro, Iraq, Kenya, 
Bhutan

and others …
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Lawrence Gostin (2007)

Meeting Basic Survival Needs of 

the World’s Least Healthy 

People: Toward a Framework 

Convention on Global Health
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But, …

Appealing to a common set of values as 

provided in the Earth Charter may 

complement working toward a 

Framework Convention. The two 

approaches could be used to advantage to 

complement one another. 



144Can we prevent severe effects?

Primordial prevention

Primary prevention

Secondary prevention

Tertiary prevention



145Enablers 
Needed to alter present course

Primordial Prevention for

Normative structural

• Incentives

• Disincentives
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Primordial Prevention:
Eco-epidemiology’s domain …

Policy shifts for:

- Health Benefits

- Present and Future Generations

HOW BEST TO INFORM SUCH 
POLICIES?



147The Challenges are toThe Challenges are to

Influence values for sustainability

Instill new ethical norms for    
sustainable behavior in:

Individuals

Organizations (NGOs, professional 
societies, etc)

Institutions (financial, schools, 
universities, etc)

Corporations

Governments (local, national,   
supranational)

Influence law and its enforcement

Reduce scientific uncertainties



148Public Education - Movies

Home (1 hour and 33 minutes)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqxENMKaeCU
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ECOHEALTH

�Official Journal of the 

International Association International Association 

for for Ecology Ecology && HealthHealth

www.ecohealth.net


